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The former head of Microscopy and Imaging at the American Museum of Natural History was at one time a specialist intensely involved with the technology she now sells. Its fascination has never left her. For more than four years Rebecca Rudolph has passionately helped her customers to solve their complex detection challenges using Comet’s technologies. “What makes me stand out? I want to enable my customers to be exceptionally successful. I want the extraordinary for them.”
The module strategy succeeds

Adding compelling value for customers

“We are taking x-ray technology well into the 21st century: Delivering enhanced stability and intelligent software-based functionality.”

“Our long-established position in the x-ray module space provides us unmatched access to our customers and gives us a thorough understanding of their needs and challenges. This allows us to tailor our components closely to our customers’ constantly evolving requirements. As a result, we create value for our growing customer base in an expanding range of applications – nowhere more so than in the inspection of increasingly complex components and novel materials. Whether for the qualification of parts in automotive and aircraft production, for oil and gas pipeline fabrication and inspection, or for the screening of baggage and cargo at airports, ports and borders, the IXM division has created a powerful value proposition. In this way, we contribute to reliability, safety, and security on multiple levels,” says Rebecca Rudolph.